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Introduction to the Student Work Samples
Students completed this “Massive Air” task as a preassessment at the beginning of a 6th grade chemistry unit
about solids, liquids, and gases. Just before doing this task, the students finished a geoscience unit exploring
weather and the water cycle. Students worked individually on this task, and they had access to their science
notebooks. They did not have access to a scale or a balloon.
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Name:
TASK

MASSIVE AIR

A

The deflated balloon has a mass of 3 grams. The inflated balloon is filled with air.
Do you think the inflated balloon has more or less mass than the deflated balloon?
Why or why not? Use the back if you need more space to write or draw.

TASK
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Name:

Annie
TASK

MASSIVE AIR

A

The deflated balloon has a mass of 3 grams. The inflated balloon is filled with air.
Do you think the inflated balloon has more or less mass than the deflated balloon?
Why or why not? Use the back if you need more space to write or draw.

TASK
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Name:

Brian
TASK

MASSIVE AIR

A

The deflated balloon has a mass of 3 grams. The inflated balloon is filled with air.
Do you think the inflated balloon has more or less mass than the deflated balloon?
Why or why not? Use the back if you need more space to write or draw.

TASK
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Name:

Charles
TASK

MASSIVE AIR

A

The deflated balloon has a mass of 3 grams. The inflated balloon is filled with air.
Do you think the inflated balloon has more or less mass than the deflated balloon?
Why or why not? Use the back if you need more space to write or draw.

TASK
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Name:

Danny
TASK

MASSIVE AIR

A

The deflated balloon has a mass of 3 grams. The inflated balloon is filled with air.
Do you think the inflated balloon has more or less mass than the deflated balloon?
Why or why not? Use the back if you need more space to write or draw.

TASK
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Name:

Elroy
TASK

MASSIVE AIR

A

The deflated balloon has a mass of 3 grams. The inflated balloon is filled with air.
Do you think the inflated balloon has more or less mass than the deflated balloon?
Why or why not? Use the back if you need more space to write or draw.

TASK
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Name:

Felicity
TASK

MASSIVE AIR

A

The deflated balloon has a mass of 3 grams. The inflated balloon is filled with air.
Do you think the inflated balloon has more or less mass than the deflated balloon?
Why or why not? Use the back if you need more space to write or draw.
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Name:

Greg
TASK

MASSIVE AIR

A

The deflated balloon has a mass of 3 grams. The inflated balloon is filled with air.
Do you think the inflated balloon has more or less mass than the deflated balloon?
Why or why not? Use the back if you need more space to write or draw.
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Name:

Harry
TASK

MASSIVE AIR

A

The deflated balloon has a mass of 3 grams. The inflated balloon is filled with air.
Do you think the inflated balloon has more or less mass than the deflated balloon?
Why or why not? Use the back if you need more space to write or draw.
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Name:

Irene
TASK

MASSIVE AIR

A

The deflated balloon has a mass of 3 grams. The inflated balloon is filled with air.
Do you think the inflated balloon has more or less mass than the deflated balloon?
Why or why not? Use the back if you need more space to write or draw.
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